Statement of Interest

to Host the International Semantic Web Conference

Please fill in this form in this format. Add any accompanying material, literally or as links, at the bottom.

Details of Proposed Site

Year of Conference:
Country:
City:
Venue(s) (Please provide details): (we plan for 500+ participants and also have to be able to run up to 10-12 workshops and tutorials in parallel):
Where is the venue located in relation to the city airport and what is the international connectivity of the airport:

Accommodation

Summarize accommodation available (number and categories of hotels, number of rooms and approximate room costs, location relative to the conference venue).

Local Organization

Name(s) of Local Conference Organizer (LCO)
Organization
Please include previous experience in organizing large conferences. What other conferences have been organized.

Any Other Relevant Details
Please include any other details that you feel will support your application.

Please send the completed statement of interest to Prof. Ian Horrocks at ianh@cs.ox.ac.uk